ROMEO & JULIET
I… in the last century!

–

I am an Unfaithful ;

« Like a man », she says,
In her all-grey worries.

–

– I am an Monogamist ;
I admit it, Gaïa*!

I am, thank Zeus!
–

What I should have been told!

You are mistaken, my pretty:

– « From Women the leitmotiv »,
Replies the darling.
– No, you’re the one to dodge:

My love tributes to Life;

Love wants Jealousy;

Like a wingless angel;

The two of us, river and bank;

Like a laughing rock.

To be one, not by halves.

(July 20th 1983)

____________
*γαία = Gaea.
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We must be Fair
We must not shy away from one fact: we’ve got a big problem! Hence, there is no solution
without the greatest boldness: Anar-Comm. And this is impossible without the neomatriarchal Women’s Party. Of this point, we must never let go! All the more so, since we
will eventually find ourselves to be completely “natural”, sexually very equitable minded…

Romeo and Juliet?
1  It’s a “dialogue of the deaf”! In fact two monologues. Each one so convinced of the
other being bound to become converted to his own speech…
But the true Don Juan is the very opposite of the Lecherous Swine. He wants to entice,
not to “enjoy”. The true Praying-Mantis is similarly the very opposite of the Silly Goose. She
wants security, not “to tie the knot”. Thereafter:
2  They are both right! Except that the Male preaches a brand-new Liberty, going
beyond the Civilized frame, and that the Female yearns for an incongruous Equality within
the civilized frame, of which only Tradition (kindred matterist) offers an outline.

- “a wingless angel”: a celestial creature, albeit with a real body (earthly and
corruptible)!
- “a laughing rock”: a 100% mineral-inert body, but more than alive, thinking!
- “The two of us, river and bank”. TWO, but indissociable in the Duration of Time.
- “To be one, not by halves”. ONE, but completely as such, perfect in the Extent of
Space.

Χάος    = Chaos. Emptiness, Yawning Gap (Hesiod. Theogony 116). If Matter is Being, Chaos
is its “Nothingness”. (Spiritist Theologians will turn it into Confusion, Darkness...).
Γαία  = Γή. It is Earth (MATTER). It is the Kindred “Being”, the “For-Us” face of Chaos.
The Latins called it Tellus. Hence “Great Mother”, “Mother of gods”. Mother-Spouse of
Uranos (the Sky), she gives birth to what will become the Emanation... (Theologians will
turn Wood = ύλη = HULÊ, into Matter).
Ζεύς  = Zeus, we know him!
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